Stars Who Go Public With Love
and Affection
By Samantha Mucha
Finding the right person is
keeping your hands off of one
challenge. A new relationship
not-so-secretive butt grabs and

a thrilling experience, but
another in public is often a
is filled with flirty kisses,
romantic handholding.

In some cases, a little PDA is cute and picture
worthy. Finding the balance between over-the-top scandalous
make-out sessions and a cute peck on the cheek is the key to
being a favorite couple versus a hated couple. These celebrity
couples are all successful at acting like a couple in the
spotlight without going overboard with their PDA:
1. Selena Gomez and Justin Bieber: Every time a photo of this
duo surfaces, they are usually smiling, holding hands or
sharing a kiss. Since Gomez and Bieber are young and have a
young fan base, acting appropriately in public is important
for them not only in the relationship world, but for their
careers as well. Nothing Bieber and Gomez do would be banned
PG rated film.
Related: Justin Bieber Proves Honesty Is the Best Policy
2. Khloe and Lamar Odom: This celebrity couple is famous for
their baby talk and goo-goo eyes, however they do it in a way
that makes people fall in love with their love. These
lovebirds share a special bond that’s obvious to those who see
them interact. Sweet kisses and giggles are all this couple
allows the press to capture, making them appear innocent and
sweet.

3. Liam Hemsworth and Miley Cyrus: This is another fairly
young couple who shares their love for one another with linked
arms, holding hands or gentle kisses. Each photo seen
of Hemsworth and Cyrus appears happy and simple. Whether it be
a giggle on the beach or a deep glance into each other’s eyes
at an award show, this couple is the epitome of happiness and
love.
Related: Liam Hemsworth Says Miley Cyrus Would Beat Him in
‘Hunger Games’
4. Nick Cannon and Mariah Carey: Smiling faces are an
understatement with this celebrity pair, especially when
pictured with their beautiful babies. The duo is usually
spotted holding hands and placing kisses on each other’s
cheeks, creating a special glow about them whenever they are
together.
5. Katie Holmes and Tom Cruise: Holmes and Cruise are another
charming couple whose photos demonstrate their closeness and
the way they deeply care about one another. Cruise always
wraps his arms around Holmes or has his hands poised on her
face while he plants a kiss on her lips. Their long, trusting
relationship is evident in the simple, but pleased way, this
celebrity couple glances into one another’s eyes.
What couples do you think go public with love and affection?
Share your stories below.

